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ABSTRACT
A fundamental challenge in designing concurrent data structures is
obtaining efficient wait-free implementations, in which each operation completes regardless of the behavior of other operations in
the system. The most common paradigm for guaranteeing waitfreedom is to employ a helping mechanism, in which, intuitively,
fast processes help slow processes complete their operations. Curiously, despite its abundant use, to date, helping has not been formally defined nor was its necessity rigorously studied.
In this paper we initiate a rigorous study of the interaction between wait-freedom and helping. We start with presenting a formal
definition of help, capturing the intuition of one thread helping another to make progress. Next, we present families of object types
for which help is necessary in order to obtain wait-freedom. In
other words, we prove that for some types there are no linearizable wait-free help-free implementations. In contrast, we show that
other, simple types, can be implemented in a linearizable wait-free
manner without employing help. Finally, we provide a universal
strong primitive for implementing wait-free data structures without
using help. Specifically, given a wait-free help-free fetch&cons object, one can implement any type in a wait-free help-free manner.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming
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1. INTRODUCTION
The era of multi-core architectures has been having a huge impact on software development: exploiting parallelism has become
the main challenge of today’s programming. With multiple processors communicating by accessing shared memory, the behavior of
concurrent algorithms is measured by both safety/correctness and
progress conditions.
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Most of the code written today is lock-based, but this is shifting towards codes without locks [14]. The holy grail of designing
concurrent data structures is in obtaining efficient wait-free implementations, with research dating back to some of the most important studies in distributed computing [21, 10, 17]. Wait-freedom
refers to implementations in which each operation terminates in a
finite, preferably small, number of steps and, in particular, without
dependence on the behavior of other processes in the system.
While the goal is fundamental [14, 4], wait-free implementations are often more complicated than non wait-free designs such
as lock-free implementations, which only require that some operation makes progress but not necessarily all. In practice, sometimes
all processes complete their operations in a timely manner despite
following a code that only guarantees lock-freedom. A line of work
orthogonal to the one in this paper attempts to explain this behavior by the fact that the worst-case adversarial schedules are of low
probability in practice. Such studies describe benevolent adversaries under which it is sufficient to design lock-free algorithms [9,
15, 2].
Nevertheless, wait-freedom captures progress against the worst
possible behavior, and as such is vital for real-time systems. Previous work identifies relations of other properties of implementations to the possibility of being wait-free. For example, no universal construction can be wait-free and satisfy disjoint-access parallelism [6].
One common approach used in order to guarantee wait-freedom
is to employ some helping mechanism [23, 17, 12, 13, 14, 19, 8,
20, 25, 26]. Loosely speaking, in helping mechanisms, apart from
completing their own operation, processes perform some additional
work whose goal is to facilitate the work of others. Curiously, despite being a crucial ingredient, whether explicitly or implicitly, in
many implementations of concurrent data structures, the notion of
helping has been lacking thorough study as a concept.
Intrigued by the tools needed in order to achieve wait-freedom,
we offer in this work a rigorous study of the interaction between the
helping paradigm and wait-freedom. In particular, we are interested
in the following question: Does wait-freedom require help? To
this end, we start by proposing a formal definition of help. The
proposed definition is based on linearization order of histories of
an implementation rather than on a semantic description. We give
evidence that the proposed definition matches the intuitive notion.
We then present and analyze properties of types for which any waitfree implementation necessitates help. Such types includes popular
data structures such as the stack and the queue. In contrast, we
show that other types can be implemented in a wait-free help-free
manner. A natural example is an implementation of a set (with the
INSERT , DELETE , and CONTAINS operations) with a bounded range
of possible values.

1.1 Our Contributions
Our first contribution is definitial: we propose a formal definition of the existing intuitive concept of helping in Definition 3.3.
Roughly speaking, a process p helps an operation of another process q if a step of p determines that q’s operation is linearized before
some other operation.
We note that there is some ambiguity in the literature regarding
the concept of help; it is used informally to describe two different
things. One usage of help is in the common case where processes of
lock-free algorithms coordinate access to a shared location. Here,
one process p1 completes the (already ongoing) operation of another process p2 in order to enable access to shared data and to
allow p1 to complete its operation. Barnes [5] uses this practice as
a general technique to achieve lock-freedom. This is also the case
for the queue of [22], where processes sometimes need to fix the
tail pointer to point to the last node (and not the one before last)
before they can execute their own operation. Loosely speaking, the
purpose of the above practice is not “altruistic”. A process fixes the
tail pointer because otherwise it would not be able to execute its
own operation.
This is very different from the usage of help in, e.g., UPDATE
operations in [1], which perform embedded scans for the sole “altruistic” purpose of enabling concurrent SCAN operations. It also
differs from reading a designated announcements array, whose sole
purpose is to allow processes to ask other processes for help, such
as in [17]. In [17], a process could have easily completed its operation without helping any other operation (by proposing to the
consensus object used in this build a value that consists only the
process’s own value, without values of other processes viewed in
the announcements array). Our definition of help deliberately excludes the former concept (where a process simply enables data access for its own operation), and captures only the latter “altruistic”
form of help.
Having a formal notion of helping, we turn to study the interaction between wait-freedom and help. We look into characterizing
properties of types that require help in any wait-free implementation. We define and analyze two general types of objects. The first
type, which we call Exact Order Types, consists of types in which
the order of operations affects the result of future operations. That
is, for some operations sequences, every change in the order of operations influences the final state of the object. Natural examples
of exact order types are FIFO queues and LIFO stacks.
Exact order types bear some similarity to previously defined objects, such as perturbable objects [18] and class G objects [7], since
all definitions deal with an operation that needs to return different
results in several different executions. However, these definitions
are not equivalent. For example, queues are exact order types, but
are not perturbable objects, while a max-register is perturbable but
not exact order. We mention perturbable objects in Section 8.
The second type, which we call Global View Types, consists of
types which support an operation that obtains the entire state of
the object. Examples of global view types are snapshot objects,
increment objects, and fetch&add. For instance, in an increment
object that supports the operations GET and INCREMENT, the result
of a GET depends on the exact number of preceding INCREMENTS.
However, unlike the queue and stack, the result of an operation is
not necessarily influenced by the internal order of previous operations. Notice that global view types are not equivalent to readable objects as defined by Ruppert [24], since for some global view
types any applicable operation must change the state of the object.
For example, a fetch&increment object is a global view type, but is
not a readable object.

We prove that every wait-free implementation of any exact order
type and any global view type requires help. Furthermore, when
the CAS primitive is not available, we show that a max register [3]
requires help even in order to provide lock-freedom.

Theorems 4.18, 5.1 (rephrased).
A linearizable implementation of a wait-free exact order type
or a wait-free global view type using READ, WRITE, and CAS, or a
lock-free max register using READ and WRITE, cannot be help-free.
We prove the above by constructing infinite executions in which
some operation never completes unless helping occurs. This is
done by carefully combining the definition of help with the attributes of the type.
We then show positive results, i.e., that some types can be implemented in a wait-free help-free manner. This is trivial for a vacuous
type whose only operation is a NO-OP, but when CASes are available this also holds for a max register and for a set type, which
supports the operations INSERT, DELETE and CONTAINS1 .
The proof that these types have wait-free help-free implementations can be generalized to additional types, provided they have an
implementation in which every operation is linearized in a specific
step of the same operation. Intuitively, these are implementations
in which the result of an operation “does not depend too strongly”
on past operations.
Naturally, the characterization of types which require help depends on the primitives being used, and while our results are generally stated for READ, WRITE, and CAS, we discuss additional primitives as well. In particular, we show that exact order types cannot
be both help-free and wait-free even if the FETCH & ADD primitive
is available, but the same statement is not true for global view types.
Finally, we show that a fetch&cons primitive is universal for waitfree help-free objects. This means that given a wait-free help-free
fetch&cons object, one can implement any type in a wait-free helpfree manner.
Due to lack of space, some parts are omitted and can be found
in the full paper. This includes some of the detailed proofs, and
the discussion about max registers where only READ and WRITE
primitives are allowed.

1.2

Additional Related Work

Helping mechanisms come in different forms. Some wait-free
implementations use a designated announcement array, with a
slot for each process. Each process uses its slot to describe the operation it is currently seeking to execute, and other processes read
this announcement and help complete the operation. This is perhaps the most widely used helping mechanism, appearing in specific designs, as well as in universal constructions [17], and in general techniques, such as for converting any lock-free data structure
to a wait-free data structure [26].
But other forms of help exist. Consider, for example, the form of
help that is used for the double-collect snapshot algorithm of [1].
In this wait-free snapshot object, each UPDATE operation starts by
performing an embedded SCAN and adding it to the updated location. A SCAN operation op1 that checks the object twice and sees
no change can safely return this view. If a change has been observed, then the UPDATE operation op2 that caused it also writes
the view of its embedded SCAN, allowing op1 to adopt this view
and return it, despite the object being, perhaps constantly, changed.
Thus, intuitively, the UPDATES help the SCANS.
1

A degenerated set, in which the INSERT and DELETE operations
do not return a boolean value indicating whether they succeeded
can also be implemented without CASes.

2. MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
We consider a standard shared memory setting with a fixed set of
processes P . In each computation step, a process executes a single
atomic primitive on a shared memory register, possibly preceded
with some local computation. The set of atomic primitives contains
READ , WRITE primitives, and usually also CAS . Where specifically
mentioned, it is extended with the FETCH & ADD primitive.
A CAS primitive is defined by a triplet, consisting of a target
register, an expected-value, and a new-value. When a CAS step is
executed, the value stored in the target register is compared to the
expected-value. If they are equal, the value in the target register is
replaced with the new-value, and the Boolean value true is returned.
In such a case we say that the CAS is successful. Otherwise, the
shared memory remains unchanged, and false is returned. We stress
that a CAS is executed atomically.
A FETCH & ADD primitive is defined by a target register and an
integer value. An execution of the FETCH & ADD primitive atomically returns the value previously stored in the target register and replaces it with the sum of the previous value and the FETCH & ADD’s
integer value.
A type (e.g., a FIFO queue) is defined by a state machine, and is
accessed via operations. An operation receives zero or more input
parameters, and returns one result, which may be null. The state
machine of a type is a function that maps a state and an operation
(including input parameters) to a new state and a result of the operation.
An object, is an implementation of a type using atomic primitives. An implementation specifies the primitives and local computation to be executed for each operation. The local computation can
influence the next chosen primitive step. When the last primitive
step of an operation is finished, the operation’s result is computed
locally and the operation is completed.
In the current work, we consider only executions of objects.
Thus, a program of a process consists of operations on an object
that the process should execute. The program may include local
computations, and results of previous operations may affect the
chosen future operations and their input parameters. A program
can be finite (consisting of a finite number of operations) or infinite. This may also depend on the results of operations.
A history is a log of an execution (or a part of an execution) of a
program. It consists of a finite or infinite sequence of computation
steps. Each computation step is coupled with the specific operation
that is being executed by the process that executed the step. The
first step of an operation is also coupled with the input parameters
of the operation, and the last step of an operation is also associated with the operation’s result. A single computation step is also
considered a history (of length one).
A schedule is a finite or infinite sequence of process ids. Given a
schedule, an object, and a program for each process in P , a unique
matching history corresponds. For a given history, a unique schedule corresponds. Given two histories, h1 , h2 , we denote by h1 ◦ h2
the history derived from the concatenation of history h2 after h1 .
Given a program prog for each process in P , and a history h, for
each p ∈ P we denote by h ◦ p the history derived from scheduling
process p to take another single step following its program immediately after h.
The set of histories created by an object O is the set that consists of every history h created by an execution of any fixed set of
processes P and any corresponding programs on object O, in any
schedule S.
A history defines a partial order on the operations it includes. An
operation op1 is before an operation op2 (denoted: op1 ≺ op2 ) if
op1 is completed before op2 begins. A sequential history is a his-

tory in which this order is a total order. A linearization [16] L of
a history h is a sequence of operations (including their input parameters and results) such that 1) L includes all the operations that
are completed in h, and may include operations that are started but
are not completed in h, 2) the operations in L have the same input
parameters as the operations in h, and also the same output results
for operations that are completed in h, 3) for every two operations
op1 and op2 , if op1 ≺ op2 in h, and op2 is included in L, then
op1 ≺ op2 in L, and 4) L is consistent with the type definition of
the object creating history h. An object O is a linearizable implementation of type T if each history in the set of histories created by
O has a linearization.
Lock-freedom and wait-freedom are forms of progress guarantees. In the context of our work, they apply to objects (which are,
as mentioned above, specific implementations of types). An object
O is lock-free if there is no history h in the set of histories created
by O such that 1) h is infinite and 2) only a finite number of operations is completed in h. That is, an object is lock-free if at least
one of the executing processes must make progress and complete
its operation in a finite number of steps. Wait-freedom is a strictly
stronger progress guarantee. An object O is wait-free if there is no
history h in the set of histories created by O such that 1) h includes
an infinite number of steps by some process p and 2) the same process p completes only a finite number of operations in h. That is,
O is wait-free if every process that is scheduled to run infinite computation steps must eventually complete its operation, regardless of
the scheduling.

3.

WHAT IS HELP?

The main contribution of this work is in establishing that many
types cannot be implemented in a linearizable wait-free manner
without employing a helping mechanism. To establish such a conclusion, it is necessary to accurately define help. In this section we
discuss help intuitively, define it formally, and consider examples
showing that the formal definition expresses the intuitive concept
of help. Additionally, we will establish two general facts about
help-free wait-free implementations.

3.1

Intuitive Discussion

Many wait-free algorithms employ an array with a designated
entry for each process. A process announces in this array what
operation it wishes to execute, and other processes that see this
announcement might help and execute this operation for it. Such
mechanisms are used in most wait-free universal constructions, dating back to [17] and many other constructions since. These mechanisms are probably the most explicit way to offer help, but not the
only one possible. Considering help in a more general form, we
find it helpful2 to think of the following scenario.
Consider a system of three processes, p1 , p2 , p3 , and an object
that implements a FIFO queue. The program of p1 is ENQUEUE (1),
the program of p2 is ENQUEUE (2), and the program of p3 is DE QUEUE (). First consider a schedule in which p3 starts running solo
until completing its operation. The result of the dequeue, regardless of the implementation of the FIFO queue, is null. If before
scheduling p3 , we schedule p1 and let it complete its operation,
and only then let p3 run and complete its own operation, p3 will return 1. If we schedule p1 to start executing its operation, and stop it
at some point (possibly before its completion) and then run p3 solo
until completing its operation, it may return either null or 1. Hence,
if we consider the execution of p1 running solo, there is (at least)
one computation step S in it, such that if we stop p1 immediately
2

Pun intended.

before S and run p3 solo, then p3 returns null, and if we stop p1
immediately after S and run p3 solo, p3 returns 1.
Similarly, if we consider the execution of p2 running solo, there
is (at least) one computation step that “flips” the value returned by
p3 when running solo from null to 2. We now consider a schedule
that interleaves p1 and p2 until one of them completes. In any such
execution, there is (at least) one computation step that “flips” the result of p3 from null to either 1 or 2. If a step taken by p2 “flips” the
result of p3 and causes it to return 1 (which is the value enqueued
by p1 ) we say that p2 helped p1 . Similarly, if a step taken by p1
“flips” the result of p3 and causes it to return 2, then p1 helped p2 .
This is the intuition behind the help notion that is defined below.
Some known lock-free queue algorithms do not employ help, such
as the lock-free queue of Michael and Scott [22]. However, we
prove in Section 4 that any wait-free queue algorithm must employ
help.

3.2 Help Definition
We say that an operation op belongs to history h if h contains at
least one computation step of op. Note that op is a specific instance
of an operation on an object, which has exactly one invocation, and
one result. We say that the owner of op is the process that executes
op.
D EFINITION 3.1. (Linearization Function.) We say that f is a
linearization function over a set of histories H, if for every h ∈ H,
f (h) is a linearization of h.
D EFINITION 3.2. (Decided Operations Order.) For a history
h in a set of histories H, a linearization function f over H, and two
operations op1 and op2 , we say that op1 is decided before op2 in h
with respect to f and the set of histories H, if there exists no s ∈ H
such that h is a prefix of s and op2 ≺ op1 in f (s).
D EFINITION 3.3. (Help-Free Implementation.) A set of histories H is without help, or help-free, if there exists a linearization
function f over H such that for every h ∈ H, every two operations
op1 , op2 , and a single computation step γ such that h ◦ γ ∈ H
it holds that if op1 is decided before op2 in h ◦ γ and op1 is not
decided before op2 in h, then computation step γ is a step in the
execution of op1 by the owner of op1 3 .
An object is a help-free implementation, if the set of histories
created by it is help-free.
To better understand this definition, consider an execution of
an object. When considering two concurrent operations, the linearization of these operations dictates which operation comes first.
The definition considers the specific step, γ, in which it is decided
which operation comes first. In a help-free implementation, γ is
always taken by the process whose operation is decided to be the
one that comes first.
Consider the wait-free universal construction of Herlihy [17].
One of the phases in this construction is a wait-free reduction from
a fetch-and-cons list to consensus. A fetch-and-cons (or a fetchand-cons list) is a type that supports a single operation, fetch-andcons, which receives a single input parameter, and outputs an ordered list of the parameters of all the previous invocations of fetchand-cons. That is, conceptually, the state of a fetch-and-cons type
is a list. A fetch-and-cons operation returns the current list, and
adds (hereafter, cons) its input operation to the head of the list.
3

For readers familiar with the concept of strong linearization [11],
we note that a set of histories can be strongly linearizable yet not
help-free, and can also be help-free yet not strongly linearizable.

The reduction from fetch-and-cons to consensus is as follows.
A special announce array, with a slot for each process, is used to
store the input parameter of each ongoing fetch-and-cons operation.
Thus, when a process desires to execute a fetch-and-cons operation,
it first writes its input value to its slot in the announce array.
Next, the process reads the entire announce array. Using this
information, it calculates a goal that consists of all the operations
recently announced in the array. The process will attempt to cons
all of these operations into the fetch-and-cons list. It reads the current state of the fetch-and-cons list, and appends this list to the end
of its own goal (removing duplications.) Afterwards, the process
starts executing (at most) n instances of consensus (n is the number of processes). In each instance of consensus, a process proposes
its own process id.
The goal of the process that wins the consensus represents the
updated state of the fetch-and-cons list. Thus, if the process wins a
consensus instance, it returns immediately (as its own operation has
definitely been applied). If it loses a consensus, it updates its goal
again to be its original goal (minus duplications that already appear
it the updated state) followed by the new list, which is the goal of
the last winner. After participating in n instances of consensus, the
process can safely return, since at least one of the winners in these
instances already sees the process’s operation in the announces array, and includes it in its goal.
This is a classic example of help. Wait-freedom is obtained due
to the fact that the effect of process p winning an instance is adding
to the list all the items it saw in the announce array, not merely its
own item. To see that this algorithm is not help-free according to
Definition 3.3 consider a system of three processes. Each process
first announces its wanted item in the ANNOUNCE array, and then
reads all of the array. Assume p1 ’s place in the array is before p2 ’s,
but that p2 writes to the announce array first. p3 then reads the
announce array and sees p2 ’s item. Then p1 writes to the announce
array, and afterwards continue to read the entire array.
At this point p2 is stalled, while p1 and p3 start competing in
consensus. If the winner is p1 , then p1 ’s item is added to the list
before p2 ’s item (since p1 ’s place in the list is before p2 ’s). If the
winner is p3 , then the item of p2 is added to the list, but the item
of p1 not as yet. Thus, a step of p3 can decide that the item of p2
is before that of p1 , and thus the fetch-and-cons operation of p2
comes before that of p1 . This contradicts help-freedom.

A system of two processes.
In general, help is not required in a system with only two processes. The universal construction of [17] is help-free in such a
system, and can be used to implement any type in a help-free waitfree manner. Accordingly, we concentrate on proving that help is
required for systems with at least three processes.

3.3

General Observations

In this subsection we point out two facts regarding the decided
operations order (Definition 3.2) that are useful to prove that some
types cannot be both wait-free and help-free. The first fact is true
for non help-free implementations as well, as it is derived directly
from the linearizability criteria. It states that for completed operations, the decided order must comply with the partial order a history
defines, and for future operations, the decided order cannot contradict partial orders that may apply later on.
O BSERVATION 3.4. In any history h:
(1) Once an operation is completed it must be decided before all
operations that have not yet started.
(2) While an operation has not yet started it cannot be decided
before any operation of a different process.

(3) In particular, the order between two operations of two different
processes cannot be decided as long as none of these operations
have started.
The second fact is an application of the first observation for helpfree implementations.
C LAIM 3.5. In a help-free implementation in a system that includes at least three processes, for a given history h and a linearizarion function f , if an operation op1 of a process p1 is decided
before an operation op2 of a process p2 , then op1 must be decided
before any future (not yet started) operation of any process.
P ROOF. Immediately following h, allow p2 to run solo long
enough to complete the execution of op2 . By Observation 3.4, op2
must now be decided before any future operation. Thus, by transitivity, op1 must be decided before any future operation as well. In a
help-free implementation, op1 cannot be decided before a different
operation as a result of a step of p2 . Thus, op1 must be decided
before future operations already at h.

4. EXACT ORDER TYPES
In this section we prove that some types cannot be implemented
in a linearizable, wait-free, and help-free manner. Simply put: for
some types, wait-freedom requires help. We first prove this result
for systems that support only READ, WRITE, and CAS primitives.
In the full paper we also extend the proof to hold for systems that
support the FETCH & ADD primitive as well. This section focuses
on exact order types. Roughly speaking, these are types in which
switching the order between two operations changes the results of
future operations. An intuitive example for such a type is the FIFO
queue. The exact location in which an item is enqueued is important, and will change the results of future dequeues operations.
In what follows we formally define exact order types. This definition uses the concept of a sequence of operations. If S is a sequence of operations, we denote by S(n) the first n operations in
S, and by Sn the n-th operation in S. We denote by (S + op?) a
sequence that contains S and possibly also the operation op. That
is, (S + op?) is in fact a set of sequences that contains S, and also
sequences that are similar to S, except that a single operation op is
inserted in somewhere between (or before or after) the operations
of S.
D EFINITION 4.1. (Exact Order Types.) An exact order type t
is a type for which there exists an operation op, an infinite sequence
of operations W , and a (finite or an infinite) sequence of operations
R, such that for every integer n ≥ 0 there exists an integer m ≥ 1,
such that for at least one operation in R(m), the result it returns in
any execution in W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op?) differs from the result
it returns in any execution in W (n) ◦ op ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?).
Examples of such types are a queue, a stack, and the fetch-andcons used in [17]. To gain some intuition about the definition, consider the queue. Let op be an ENQUEUE (1) operation, W be an
infinite sequence of ENQUEUE (2) operations, and R be an infinite
sequence of DEQUEUE operations. The queue is an exact order
type, because the (n + 1)-st dequeue returns a different result in
any execution that starts with n + 1 ENQUEUE (2) operations compared to any execution that starts with n ENQUEUE (2) operations
and then an ENQUEUE (1).
More formally, let n be an integer, and set m to be n + 1.
Executions in W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op?) start with n + 1 EN QUEUE (2) operations, followed by n + 1 DEQUEUE operations.
(There is possibly an ENQUEUE (1) somewhere between the dequeues, but not before any of the ENQUEUE (2).) Executions in

W (n) ◦ op ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?) start with n ENQUEUE (2) operations, then an ENQUEUE (1) operation, and then n + 1 DEQUEUE
operations. (Again, there is possibly an ENQUEUE (2) somewhere
between the dequeues.) From the specification of the FIFO queue,
the last DEQUEUE must return a different result in the first case (in
which it must return 2) than in the second case (in which it must
return 1).
We now turn to prove that any exact order type cannot be both
help-free and wait-free. Let Q be a linearizable, help-free implementation of an exact order type. The reader may find it helpful to
consider a FIFO queue as a concrete example throughout the proof.
We will prove that Q is not wait-free. For convenience, we assume
Q is lock-free, as otherwise, it is not wait-free and we are done.
Let op1 , W , and R be the operation and sequences of operations,
respectively, guaranteed in the definition of exact order types. Consider a system of three processes, p1 , p2 , and p3 . The program of
process p1 is the operation op1 . The program of process p2 is the
infinite sequence W . The program of process p3 is the (finite or
infinite) sequence R. The operation of p1 is op1 , an operation of
p2 is denoted op2 , and the first operation of p3 is denoted op3 .
We start by proving two claims that are true for any execution of
Q in which p1 , p2 , and p3 follow their respective programs. These
claims are the only ones that directly involve the definition of exact
order types. The rest of the proof considers a specific execution,
and builds on these two claims.
C LAIM 4.2. Let h be a history such that the first n operations
are already decided to be the first n operations of p2 (which are
W (n)), and p3 has not yet taken any step. (Denote the (n + 1)-st
operation of p2 by op2 .)
(1.) If in h op1 is decided before op3 , then the order between op1
and op2 is already decided.
(2.) Similarly, if in h op2 is decided before op3 , then the order
between op1 and op2 is already decided.
P ROOF. For convenience, we prove (1). The proof of (2) is symmetrical. Assume that in h op1 is decided before op3 , and let m
be the integer corresponding to n by the definition of exact order
types. Immediately after h, let p3 run in a solo execution until it
completes exactly m operations. Denote the history after this solo
execution of p3 by h′ , and consider the linearization of h′ .
The first n operations in the linearization must be W (n). The
linearization must also include exactly m operations of p3 (which
are R(m)), and somewhere before them, it must also include op1 .
The linearization may or may not include op2 . There are two
cases. If the (n + 1)-st operation in the linearization is op1 , then
the linearization is in W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?), while if
the n + 1-st operation in the linearization is op2 , then the linearization must be exactly W (n + 1) ◦ op1 ◦ R(m) which is in
W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?). We claim that whichever is the case,
the order between op1 and op2 is already decided in h′ .
To see this, consider any continuation h′ ◦ x of h′ . Consider the
linearization of h′ ◦x. This linearization must also start with W (n),
must also include R(m), and somewhere before R(m) it must include op1 . It may or may not include op2 somewhere before Rm .
All the rest of the operations in h′ ◦ x must be linearized after Rm ,
because they where not yet started when Rm was completed. Thus,
the linearization of h′ ◦x must begin with a prefix that belongs to either W (n)◦op1 ◦(R(m)+Wn+1 ?) or W (n+1)◦(R(m)+op1 ?).
Mark this prefix as Prefix(Lin(h′ ◦ x)).
So far we have obtained that for every x such that h′ ◦ x is a
continuation of h′ , Prefix(Lin(h′ ◦ x)) belongs to either W (n) ◦
op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?) or W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?). The next
step is to show that for every x, Prefix(Lin(h′ ◦ x)) belongs to the

same one of these sets. To do this, we consider the results of R(m)
in h′ .
In h′ , the operations R(m) are already completed, and their
results are set. By definition of exact order types, these results
cannot be consistent with both W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?)
and W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?). Thus, if the linearization of
h′ is in W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?), then the results of
R(m) mean that for every x, Prefix(Lin(h′ ◦ x)) cannot be in
W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?), and thus must belong to W (n) ◦
op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?). Similarly, if the linearization of h′ is in
W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?), then for every x, Prefix(Lin(h′ ◦ x))
must be in W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?) as well.
Since the order between op1 and op2 is the same for each continuation of h′ , it follows by definition that the order between op1 and
op2 is already decided in h′ . Since Q is a help-free implementation, then the order between op1 and op2 cannot be decided during
the solo execution of p3 which is the delta between h and h′ . Thus,
the order between op1 and op2 is already decided in h.

1: h = ϵ;
2: op1 = the single operation of p1 ;
3: while (true)
◃ main loop
4: op2 = the first uncompleted operation of p2 ;
5: while (true)
◃ inner loop
6:
if op1 is not decided before op2 in h ◦ p1
7:
h = h ◦ p1 ;
8:
continue;
◃ goto line 5
9:
if op2 is not decided before op1 in h ◦ p2
10:
h = h ◦ p2 ;
11:
continue;
◃ goto line 5
12:
break;
◃ goto line 13
13:
h = h ◦ p2 ;
◃ this step will be proved to be a CAS
14:
h = h ◦ p1 ; ◃ this step will be proved to be a failed CAS
15:
while (op2 is not completed in h)
◃ complete op2
16:
h = h ◦ p2 ;

C LAIM 4.3. Let h, h′ , and h′′ be three histories, such that in
all of them the first n operations are already decided to be the first
n operations of p2 (which are W (n)), and p3 has not yet taken any
step. (Denote the (n + 1)-st operation of p2 by op2 .) Furthermore,
in h the order between op1 and op2 is not yet decided, in h′ op1 is
decided before op2 , and in h′′ op2 is decided before op1 .
(1.) h′ and h′′ are distinguishable by p3 .
(2.) h and h′ are distinguishable by at least one of p2 and p3 .
(3.) h and h′′ are distinguishable by at least one of p1 and p3 .

By the definition of exact order types, there is at least one operation in R(m), that is, at least one operation of p3 , which returns a
different result in these two executions. Thus, h and h′ are distinguishable by at least one of the processes p2 and p3 . The proof of
(3) is similar.

R EMARK 4.4. (3.) is not needed in the proof, but is stated for
completeness.
P ROOF. Let m be the integer corresponding to n by the definition of exact order types. We start by proving (1). Since in h′
op1 is decided before op2 , then in h′ op1 must also be decided before op3 by Claim 3.5. Assume that immediately after h′ p3 is run
in a solo execution until it completes exactly m operations. The
linearization of this execution must start with W (n), followed by
op1 . This linearization must also include the first m operations of
p3 (which are R(m), and it may or may not include op2 . Thus, the
linearization must be in W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?).
Now assume that immediately after h′′ p3 is run in a solo execution until it completes exactly m operations. This time, the linearization must be in W (n+1)◦(R(m)+op1 ?). By the definition
of exact order types, there is at least one operation in R(m), that is,
at least one operation of p3 , which returns a different result in these
two executions. Thus, h′ and h′′ are distinguishable by process p3 .
We turn to prove (2). Assume that immediately after h′ p2 is
run until it completes op2 , and then p3 is run in a solo execution
until it completes exactly m operations. The linearization of this
execution must be exactly W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ Wn+1 ◦ R(m) which is
in W (n) ◦ op1 ◦ (R(m) + Wn+1 ?).
Now assume that immediately after h p2 is run until it completes
op2 and then p3 is run in a solo execution until it completes exactly
m operations. At the point in time exactly after op2 is completed,
and exactly before p3 starts executing op3 , op2 is decided before
op3 (Observation 3.4). Thus, by Claim 4.2, the order between op1
and op2 is already decided. Since the order is not decided in h,
the implementation is wait-free, and p1 has not taken another step
since h, it follows that op2 must be decided before op1 .
In other words, in the execution in which after h p2 completes
op2 and then p3 completes exactly m operations, op2 , which is
Wn+1 , is decided before both op3 and op1 . Thus, the linearization
of this execution must be in W (n + 1) ◦ (R(m) + op1 ?).

Figure 1: The algorithm for constructing the history in the
proof of Theorem 4.18.

In the rest of the proof of the main theorem we build an infinite
history h, such that the processes p1 , p2 , and p3 follow their respective programs, and p1 executes infinitely many (failed) CAS steps,
yet never completes its operation, contradicting wait-freedom. The
algorithm for constructing this history is depicted in Figure 1. In
lines 5–12, p1 and p2 are scheduled to run their programs as long
as it is not yet decided which of their operations comes first. Afterwards, the execution of Q is in a critical point. If p1 were to
take a step, then op1 will be decided before op2 , and if p2 were to
take a step, then op2 will be decided before op1 . We prove using
indistinguishability arguments, that the next step by both p1 and p2
is a CAS (and that both steps access the same target register). Next
(line 13), p2 executes its CAS, and then (line 14) p1 attempts a CAS
as well, which is going to fail. Afterwards, p2 is scheduled to complete its operation, and then the above is repeated with p2 ’s next
operation.
It is shown that in iteration n+1 of the algorithm for constructing
h, the n first operations are already decided to be the first n operations of p2 (that is, W (n)), and iteration n + 1 is a “competition”
between op1 and Wn+1 . Exact order types are used to show that
the two possible results of this competition must be distinguishable
from one another.
We prove a series of claims on the execution of history h, which
is a history of object Q. Most claims refer to the state of the execution of Q in specific points in the execution, described by a corresponding line in the algorithm given in Figure 1. These claims are
proved by induction, where the induction variable is the iteration
number of the main loop (lines 3–16). The induction hypothesis
is that claims (4.5–4.16) are correct. Claim 4.5 is the only one to
use the induction hypothesis directly. The other claims follow from
Claim 4.5.
C LAIM 4.5. Immediately after line 4, it holds that 1) the order
between op1 and op2 is not yet decided, and 2) all the operations
of p2 prior to op2 are decided before op1 .
P ROOF. For the first iteration of the main loop, this is trivial
because h is empty (Observation 3.4). For iteration i ≥ 2, it follows from the induction hypothesis, Observation 4.13, and Claim
4.16.

O BSERVATION 4.6. The order between op1 and op2 cannot be
decided during the inner loop (lines 5–12).
This follows from the fact that Q is help-free, and from inspecting
the conditions in lines 6 and 9.
O BSERVATION 4.7. Process p3 never takes a step in h.
C LAIM 4.8. The order between op1 and op2 must be decided
before any one of op1 and op2 is completed.
P ROOF. If op1 is completed, then op1 must be decided before
all future operations of p3 (Observation 3.4). All the operations of
p2 prior to op2 are already decided before op1 (Claim 4.5), and by
Observation 4.7, p3 hasn’t taken any steps. Thus, by Claim 4.2, the
order between op1 and op2 is already decided.
Similarly, if op2 is completed, then op2 must be decided before
all future operations of p3 (Observation 3.4). Again, all the operations of p2 prior to op2 are already decided before op1 (Claim 4.5),
and by Observation 4.7, p3 hasn’t taken any steps. Thus, by Claim
4.2, the order between op1 and op2 is already decided.
C LAIM 4.9. The execution of the inner loop (lines 5–12) is finite.
P ROOF. By combining Observation 4.6 and Claim 4.8, no operation in Q is completed in h during the execution of the inner loop.
Since Q is lock-free, and each loop iteration adds a single step to
h, this cannot last infinitely.
O BSERVATION 4.10. Immediately before line 13 op1 is decided
before op2 in h◦p1 , op2 is decided before op1 in h◦p2 , and, hence,
the order of op1 and op2 is not decided in h.
From observing the code, the inner loop exits and line 13 is reached
only if the next step of either p1 or p2 will decide the order. Since
the queue algorithm is help-free, in h ◦ p1 , op1 is decided before
op2 , and in h ◦ p2 , op2 is decided before op1 .
C LAIM 4.11. Immediately before line 13 the following holds.
(1.) The next primitive step in the programs of both p1 and p2 is to
the same memory location.
(2.) The next primitive step in the programs of both p1 and p2 is a
CAS .
(3.) The expected-value of both the CAS operations of p1 and p2 is
the value that appears in the designated address.
(4.) The new-value of both the CAS operations is different than the
expected-value.
P ROOF. By Observation 4.10, in h ◦ p1 , op1 is decided before
op2 . It follows that op1 is decided before op2 in h ◦ p1 ◦ p2 as well.
Similarly, op2 is decided before op1 in h◦p2 ◦p1 . By Claim 4.3 (1),
it follows that h ◦ p1 ◦ p2 must be distinguishable from h ◦ p2 ◦ p1
by process p3 . It immediately follows that the next primitive step
of both p1 and p2 is to the same memory location. Furthermore,
the next step of both p1 and p2 cannot be a READ primitive. Also,
it cannot be a CAS that does not change the shared memory, i.e., a
CAS in which the expected-value is different than the value in the
target address, or a CAS in which the expected-value and new-value
are the same.
Thus, the next step by both p1 and p2 is either a WRITE primitive
or a CAS which satisfies conditions (3) and (4) of the claim. It
remains to show the next step is not a WRITE. Assume by way
of contradiction the next step by p1 is a WRITE. Then, h ◦ p1 is
indistinguishable from h ◦ p2 ◦ p1 to all process excluding p2 , again
contradicting Claim 4.3 (1). A similar argument also shows that the
next step of p2 cannot be a WRITE.

Claim 4.11 immediately implies:
C OROLLARY 4.12. The primitive step p2 takes in line 13 is a
successful CAS, and the primitive step p1 takes in line 14 is a failed
CAS .
O BSERVATION 4.13. Immediately after line 13, op2 is decided
before op1 .
This follows immediately from Observation 4.10, and from line
13 of the algorithm for constructing h. Next, for convenience, we
denote the first operation of p3 as op3 .
C LAIM 4.14. Immediately before line 13, the order between
op1 and op3 is not yet decided.
P ROOF. Process p3 has not yet taken any steps (Observation
4.7), and thus its operation cannot be decided before op1 (Observation 3.4). Assume by way of contradiction that op1 is decided before op3 . All the operations of p2 prior to op2 are already decided
before op1 (Claim 4.5) and thus by Claim 4.2, the order between
op1 and op2 is already decided. But the order between op1 and op2
is not yet decided before line 13 (Claim 4.5 and Observation 4.6),
yielding contradiction.
C LAIM 4.15. Immediately after completing line 16, the order
between op1 and op3 is not yet decided.
P ROOF. By Claim 4.14, the order between op1 and op3 is not
yet decided before line 13. Steps by p2 cannot decide the order
between op1 and op3 in a help-free algorithm, and thus the only
step which could potentially decide the order until after line 16 is
the step p1 takes in line 14. Assume by way of contradiction this
step decides the order between op1 and op3 .
If this step decides the order between op1 and op3 then after
this step op1 must be decided before op3 . By Corollary 4.12, this
step is a failed CAS. Thus, the state immediately before this step
and the state immediately after this step are indistinguishable to all
processes other than p1 . This contradicts Claim 4.3 (2).
C LAIM 4.16. Immediately after line 16, the order between op1
and the operation of p2 following op2 is not yet decided.
P ROOF. The operation of p2 following op2 has not yet begun,
and thus it cannot be decided before op1 (Observation 3.4). Assume by contradiction that op1 is decided before the next operation
of p2 . Thus, by Claim 3.5, op1 must be decided before all future
operations of p3 , including op3 . But by Claim 4.15, op1 is not yet
decided before op3 , yielding a contradiction.
C OROLLARY 4.17. Q is not wait-free.
P ROOF. By Claim 4.9, each execution of the inner loop is finite.
Thus, there are infinitely many executions of the main loop. In
each such execution, p1 takes at least a single step in line 14. Thus
p1 takes infinitely many steps. Yet, by combining Claims 4.5, and
4.8, op1 is not completed in any iteration of the main loop, which
implies it is never completed. Thus, Q is not wait-free.
Since the assumptions on Q were that it is linearizable, help-free,
and lock-free, we can rephrase Corollary 4.17 as follows.
T HEOREM 4.18. A wait-free linearizable implementation of an
exact order type cannot be help-free.
It is interesting to note that in history h built in this proof, process p3 never takes a step. Nevertheless, its existence is necessary
for the proof. History h demonstrates that in a lock-free help-free

linearizable implementation of an exact order type, a process may
fail a CAS infinitely many times, while competing processes complete infinitely many operations. This is indeed a possible scenario
in the lock-free help-free linearizable queue of Michael and Scott
[22], where a process may never successfully ENQUEUE due to infinitely many other ENQUEUE operations.

5. GLOBAL VIEW TYPES
In this section we investigate a different set of types, that can also
not be obtained in a wait-free manner without using help. These are
types that support an operation that returns some kind of a global
view. We start by addressing a specific example: a single-scanner
snapshot. We later identify accurately what other types belong to
this group. The technique of the proof used here is similar to that
of Section 4, but the details are different and more complicated.
The single scanner snapshot type supports two operations: UP DATE and SCAN . Each process is associated with a single register
entry, which is initially set to ⊥. An UPDATE operation modifies the
value of the register associated with the updater, and a SCAN operation returns an atomic view (snapshot) of all the registers. This
variant is referred to as a single-writer snapshot, unlike a mulitwriter snapshot object that allows any process to write to any of the
shared registers. In a single scanner snapshot, only a single SCAN
operation is allowed at any given moment4 .
Let S be a linearizable, help-free implementation of a single
scanner snapshot. We prove that S is not wait-free. For convenience, we assume S is lock-free, as otherwise, it is not wait-free
and we are done. Consider a system of three processes, p1 , p2 , and
p3 . The program of p1 is a single UPDATE (0) operation, the program of p2 is an infinite sequence alternating between UPDATE (0)
and UPDATE (1) operations, and the program of process p3 is an
infinite sequence of SCAN operations.
Again, we build an infinite history h, such that processes p1 , p2 ,
and p3 follow their respective programs. This time, we show that
in h either p1 executes infinitely many (failed) CAS steps, yet never
completes its operation (as before), or alternatively, that starting at
some point, neither p1 nor p2 complete any more operations, but at
least one of them executes infinitely many steps.
The algorithm for constructing this history is depicted in Figure 2. In every iteration, the operations of p1 , p2 , p3 are denoted
op1 , op2 , op3 respectively. In lines 6–11, processes p1 and p2 are
scheduled to run their programs as long as neither op1 nor op2 is
decided before op3 . After the loop is ended, if p1 takes another step
op1 will be decided before op3 , and if p2 takes another step then
op2 will be decided before op3 .
Then, in lines 12–13, p3 is run as much as possible without
changing the property achieved at the end of the previous loop.
That is, when the loop of lines 12–13 is stopped, it is still true that
1) if p1 takes another step then op1 will be decided before op3 ,
and 2) if p2 takes another step then op2 will be decided before op3 .
However, if p3 will take another step, then at least one of (1) and
(2) will no longer hold.
Now, the execution is divided into two cases. The first possibility is that if p3 takes another step, both (1) and (2) will cease to
hold simultaneously. In this case, similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.18, we show that both the CAS operations of p1 and p2 are
to the same address, we allow p2 to successfully executes its CAS,
and let p1 attempt its CAS and fail. Afterwards both op2 and op3
4
Formally, the type is a snapshot, and a single-scanner implementation is a constrained implementation of it, in the sense that its
correctness is only guaranteed as long as no two SCAN operations
are executed concurrently.

1: h = ϵ;
2: while (true)
◃ main loop
3: op1 = the first uncompleted operation of p1 ;
4: op2 = the first uncompleted operation of p2 ;
5: op3 = the first uncompleted operation of p3 ;
◃ a scan
6: while (true)
◃ first inner loop
7:
if op1 is not decided before op3 in h ◦ p1
8:
h = h ◦ p1 ; continue;
◃ goto line 6
9:
if op2 is not decided before op3 in h ◦ p2
10:
h = h ◦ p2 ; continue;
◃ goto line 6
11:
break;
◃ goto line 12
12:
while (op1 is decided before op3 in h ◦ p3 ◦ p1 and op2 is
decided before op3 in h ◦ p3 ◦ p2 )
◃ second inner loop
13:
h = h ◦ p3
14:
if (op1 is not decided before op3 in h ◦ p3 ◦ p1 and op2 is
not decided before op3 in h ◦ p3 ◦ p2 )
15:
h = h ◦ p2 ;
◃ this step will be proved to be a CAS
16:
h = h ◦ p1 ; ◃ this step will be proved to be a failed CAS
17:
while (op2 is not completed in h)
◃ complete op2
18:
h = h ◦ p2 ;
19:
else
20:
Let k ∈ {1, 2} satisfy opk is not decided before op3 in
h ◦ p3 ◦ pk
21:
Let j ∈ {1, 2} satisfy opj is decided before op3 in h ◦
p3 ◦ pj
22:
h = h ◦ p3 ;
23:
h = h ◦ pk ;
24:
while (op3 is not completed in h)
◃ complete op3
25:
h = h ◦ p3 ;
Figure 2: The algorithm for constructing the history in the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
are completed, and we repeat the process with the next operations
of p2 and p3 .
The other possibility is that the next step of p3 only causes one
of the conditions (1) and (2) to cease to hold. Then, we allow p3 to
take the next step, and afterwards schedule the process (either p1 or
p2 ) that can take a step without causing its operation to be decided
before op3 . We prove this step is not a “real” progress, and cannot
be the last step in the operation. Afterwards we allow op3 to be
completed, and repeat the process with the next operation of p3 .
The proof is available in the full paper. The full paper also formally defines a family of types, global view types, for which the
proof applies. Natural examples of global view types are all variants of the snapshot, an increment object, and the fetch-and-cons.
T HEOREM 5.1. A global view type has no linearizable, waitfree, help-free implementation.

6.

TYPES THAT DO NOT REQUIRE HELP

In this section, we establish that some types can be implemented
in a wait-free manner without using help. Loosely speaking, if
the type operations dependency is weak enough then no help is required. As a trivial example, consider the vacuous type. A vacuous
object supports only one operation, NO - OP, which receives no input parameters and returns no output parameters (void). Thus, the
result of a NO - OP does not depend on the execution of any previous
operations. Consequently, there is no operations dependency at all
in the vacuous type. It can trivially be implemented by simply returning void without executing any computation steps, and without
employing help.

6.1

A Help-Free Wait-Free Set

As a more interesting example, consider the set type of a finite
domain. The set type supports three operations, INSERT, DELETE,

1: bool insert(int key) {
2: bool result = CAS(A[key],0,1);
3: return result; }
4: bool delete (int key) {
5: bool result = CAS(A[key],1,0);
6: return result; }
7: bool contains (int key) {
8: bool result = (A[key] == 1);
9: return result; }

◃ linearization point
◃ linearization point
◃ linearization point

Figure 3: A help-free wait-free set implementation
and CONTAINS. Each of the operations receives a single input parameter which is a key in the set domain, and returns a boolean
value. An INSERT operation adds the given key to the set and returns true if the key is not already in the set, otherwise it does nothing and returns false. A DELETE operation removes a key from the
set and returns true if the key is present in the set, otherwise it does
nothing and returns false. A CONTAINS operation returns true if
and only if the input key exists in the set.
Consider the following wait-free help-free set implementation
given in Figure 3. The implementation uses an array with a bit for
every key in the set domain. Initially, all bits are set to zero, and
the set is empty. To insert a key, a process performs a CAS operation that changes the bit from zero to one. If the CAS succeeds, the
process returns true. If the CAS fails, that means that the key is already in the set, and the process returns false. Deletion is executed
symmetrically by CASing from one to zero, and contains reads the
appropriate bit and returns true if and only if it is set to one.
In this set algorithm, it is easy to specify the linearization point
of each operation. In fact, every operation consists of only a single
computation step, which is the linearization point of that operation.
For any type, an obstruction-free implementation in which the linearization point of every operation can be specified as a step in the
execution of the same operation is help-free.
The function f that proves such an implementation is help-free is
derived naturally from the linearization points. For each given history, the operations are ordered according to the order of the execution of their linearization points. Consider a type T , an obstructionfree implementation of it O, and the corresponding set of histories
H. Assume the code of O specifies the linearization point of each
operation at the execution of a specific computation step of the
same operation. Let f be the linearization function derived from
this specification.
C LAIM 6.1. For every h ∈ H, every two operations op1 , op2 ,
and a single computation step γ such that h ◦ γ ∈ H, it holds that
if op1 is decided before op2 in h ◦ γ and op1 is not decided before
op2 in h, then γ is the linearization point of op1 .
As a direct result, γ is executed by the owner of op1 , and thus O is
help-free.
P ROOF. First, we observe that op1 is not yet linearized in h. If it
were, then the order between op1 and op2 would have already been
decided: were op2 linearized before op1 then op2 would have been
decided before op1 , and were op1 linearized before op2 or op1 is
linearized and op2 not, then op1 would have been decided before
op2 . Thus, op1 cannot be linearized in h.
Second, we observe that op1 is linearized in h ◦ γ. Were it not,
then a solo execution of the owner of op2 until the linearization
of op2 would have linearized op2 before op1 , contradicting the assumption that op1 is decided before op2 in h ◦ γ.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

void WriteMax(int key) {
while(true) {
int local = value;
◃ linearization point if value ≥ key
if (local ≥ key)
return;
if (CAS(value, local, key));
◃ l.p. if the CAS succeeds
return;
}}
int ReadMax() {
int result = value;
◃ linearization point
return result;
}

Figure 4: A help-free wait-free max register implementation

6.2 A Help-Free Wait-Free Max Register
In the full paper we prove that a lock-free max register cannot
be help-free if only READS and WRITES are available. In this subsection we show that a help-free wait-free max register is possible
when using the CAS primitive. The implementation uses a shared
integer, denoted value, initialized to zero. This integer holds the
current max value. The implementation is given in Figure 4.
A W RITE M AX operation first reads the shared integer value.
If it is greater than or equal to the input key, then the operation
simply returns. Otherwise it tries by a CAS to replace the old
(smaller) value with the operation’s input key. If the CAS succeeds,
the operation returns. Otherwise the operation starts again from
the beginning. This implementation is wait-free because each time
the CAS fails, the shared value grows by at least one. Thus, a
W RITE M AX (x) operation is guaranteed to return after a maximum
of x iterations. A R EAD M AX operation simply reads the value
and returns it.
Help-Freedom is proved similarly to the wait-free help-free set,
using Claim 6.1. In the given max register implementation, the linearization point of every operation can be specified as a step in the
execution of the same operation, and thus it is help-free. The linearization point of a W RITE M AX operation is always its last computation step. This is either reading the value variable (if the read
value is greater than the key), or the CAS (if the CAS succeeds). The
linearization point of a R EAD M AX is reading the value.

7.

A UNIVERSALITY OF FETCH-ANDCONS

A fetch-and-cons object allows a process to atomically add an
item to the beginning of a list and return the items following it. We
show that given a help-free wait-free fetch-and-cons primitive, one
can implement any type in a linearizable wait-free help-free manner. Not surprisingly for a universal object, both Theorems 4.18 and
5.1 hold for fetch-and-cons and show it cannot be implemented in
a help-free wait-free manner.
To show that fetch-and-cons is indeed universal, we use a known
wait-free reduction from any sequential object to fetch-and-cons,
described in detail in [17]. We claim that the reduction is helpfree. In essence, each process executes every operation in two parts.
First, the process calls fetch-and-cons to add the description of the
operation (such as ENQUEUE (2)) to the head of the list, and gets
all the operations that preceded it. This fetch-and-cons is the linearization point of the operation.
Second, the process computes the results of its operation by examining all the operations from the beginning of the execution, and
thus determining the “state” prior to its own operation and the appropriate result. Note that since every operation is linearized in its
own fetch-and-cons step, this reduction is help-free by Claim 6.1.

8. DISCUSSION
This paper studies the fundamental notion of help for wait-free
concurrent algorithms. It formalizes the notion, and presents conditions under which concurrent data structures must use help to obtain wait-freedom.
We view our contribution as a lower-bound type of result, which
sheds light on a key element that implementations of certain object types must contain. As such, we hope it will have a significant
impact on both research and design of concurrent data structures.
First, we believe it can lead to modularity in designs of implementations that are shown to require a helping mechanism in order to
be wait-free, by allowing to pinpoint the place where help occurs.
Second, we ask whether our definition of help can be improved
in any sense, and expect this to be an important line of further research. We think that our proposed definition is a good one, but
there exist other possible definitions as well. An open question is
how various formalizations of this notion relate to each other. Another important open problem is to find a definition for the other
notion of help, as we distinguish in the introduction. Such a definition should capture the mechanisms that allow a process to set
the ground for its own operation by possibly assisting another operation, for the sole purpose of completing its own operation. In
this paper we do not refer to the latter as help, as captured by our
definition.
An additional open problem is the further characterizations of
families of data structures that require help to obtain wait-freedom.
For example, we conjecture that perturbable objects [18] cannot
have wait-free help-free implementations when using only READ
and WRITE primitives, but the proof would need to substantially
extend our arguments for the max register type.
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